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Lest We Forget —
“The USSVI Submariner’s Creed”
To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who
gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds,
and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of
motivation toward greater accomplishments.
Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of
America and its Constitution.
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News Brief
1. Next Meeting: Restrictions on group gatherings related to Coronavirus
have caused a temporary suspension of our monthly meetings. One
outdoor meeting is scheduled as noted below.
October 17 – In-person, outdoor, picnic-style lunch and meeting at
Knollwood Sportsmen‟s Club at 1100. Very Important Note:
EACH SHIPMATE ATTENDING SHOULD TAKE THEIR OWN LUNCH;
BEVERAGES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE.
November 21 – W ATCH E-MAIL FOR AN ANNOUNCEMENT.
2. Duty Cook Roster:
a. GET READY TO VOLUNTEER WHEN OUR MEETINGS RESUME.
3. October Birthdays: Tom Polzin, 13th. Happy Birthday Shipmate!
4. Do you shop on Amazon? Remember to use Amazon Smile for the
benefit of our Charitable Foundation. Donations through August totaled
$3,865.
5. Shipmate Frank Voznak Jr. was honored with USSVI‟s Silver Anchor
Award. It recognizes his unwavering, years-long dedication to the
Memorial. As noted in the meeting minutes, Bravo Zulu Frank.

Crash Dive Meeting Minutes
September 18, 2020
1. Members in Attendance:
a. Chris Gaines
b. Clayton Hill& Mrs. Hill
c. Brett Zacher
d. Frank Voznak Jr
e. Herman Mueller
f. Larry Warnke
g. Passing greetings from Maurice
Young
2. No meetings have been held between
March and August due to COVID-19
a. Reports suspended in lieu of
reconnecting and rallying members.
b. Each person brought their own
lunch, and individually sealed
cookies were distributed by Mrs.
Hill. Her generosity and
thoughtfulness are appreciated.
3. Award presentation from National
USSVI:
c. Silver Anchor Award: Frank Voznak
Jr.
d. Presented for being “a proactive
supporter of USSVI’s most important
programs… forming new, and
enhancing the membership of,
existing bases” as part of the WWII
Submarine Memorial Committee
and serving as Project Manager.
e. Bravo Zulu, Frank!
4. Other Business
f. Memorial Funding
i. Dispersal of remaining funds
1. Pavers are corrected
2. Project finished with exception
of signage
3. Question about coordinating
with Memorial committee
(majority Crash Dive)
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4. Reserve chunk for outstanding
costs ($5k) and split remainder
OR Fund plaque and remaining
work from Crash Dive portion
ii. Motion to split remaining funds
with Chicago Base
iii. Amended motion: reserve $5k and
split remainder 50/50
1. Voted & Amended motion
carried: $5k to be reserved for
additional signage and the
remaining amount to be split
50/50 between bases.
g. Base Positions Elections TBD,
provisionally December
i. Base Commander Position
Available
ii. Brett Zacher nominated for
Treasurer, accepted nomination
h. Membership
i. Invoices for dues
ii. Dues for 2020 & 2021
iii. Suggestion to collect dues for 2021
& donations for 2020
i. Suggestion to hold meeting at
Memorial during favorable weather
season
5. Banter
j. Grenadier wreck found: scuttlebutt
k. Possibility of adding salvaged diesel
from 1960’s to Lost Boats list, more
scuttlebutt.
l. Stories of other ships sunk at pier
and diving escapades.
6. Update on USS Illinois
m. Crew to be isolated at least 14 days
prior to deployment, as other ships
are also doing.
n. Uncertain availability to coordinate
events with crew due to COVID
restrictions.
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Lost Boats
USS O-5
USS S-44
USS Wahoo
USS Dorado
USS Seawolf
USS Escolar
USS Darter
USS Shark II
USS Tang

(SS-66)
(SS-155)
(SS-238)
(SS-248)
(SS-197)
(SS-294)
(SS-227)
(SS-314)
(SS-306)

10/24/23
10/07/43
10/11/43
10/15/43
10/04/44
10/17/44
10/22/44
10/24/44
10/25/44

Undersea Warfare History












September 23, 1943 | USS Harder
(SS 257) sank a 4,500 ton freighter,
Kowa Maru and a 5,800 ton tanker
Daishin Maru off Nagoya Bay.
September 24, 1944 | USS Kingfish
(SS 234) sailed on her 5th war
patrol, headed for the South China
Sea and accomplished two special
missions.
September 25, 1944 | USS
Guardfish (SS 217) sinks Japanese
merchant cargo ship, No.2,
Miyakawa Maru, in the Yellow Sea
off Chinnampo.
September 26, 1963 | First steameject launch of Polaris missile at sea
occurs off Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
from USS Observation Island (EAG
154).
September 27, 1944 | USS Apogon
(SS 308) sank the 2,000 ton cargo
ship, Hachirogata Maru. Following
the attack, she rescued two
Japanese survivors.
September 30, 1944 | USS Ronquil
(SS 396) Began her second war
patrol, which was carried out in two
phases. She first operated with a
coordinated submarine attack group
in the Bungo Suido, then joined six
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other submarines to carry out an
anti-patrol sweep off the Bonin
Islands.
October 1, 1944 | USS Grouper (SS
214) Sank the freighter, Lisbon
Maru. It was later discovered that the
Lisbon Maru was carrying 1800
Brittish POWs from Hong Kong.
More than 800 died in the sinking.
October 2, 1944 | USS Pomfret (SS
391) sank the 6,962 ton cargo vessel
Tsuyama Maru.
October 3, 1942 | USS Greenling
(SS 213) sank the cargo ship Kinkai
Maru.
October 4, 1944 | USS Sea Fox (SS
402) departed on her 1st war patrol
near the Bonin Islands hunting
enemy shipping lanes, and serving
lifeguard duty for Liberator strikes
against Iwo Jima.
October 7, 1955 | USS X-1, the
Navy‟s only midget class submarine,
is placed into service and conducts
numerous scientific tests for the
Naval Research Laboratory.
October 8, 1942 | USS Drum (SS
228) made contact with 4 freighters
and defied air cover to sink one of
the cargo ships before bombs forced
her deep.
October 9, 1944 | USS Hawkbill (SS
366) attacked a 12 ship convoy with
Becuna, damaging several of the
ships.
October 10, 1943 | USS Bonefish
(SS 223) fired a spread of 4
torpedoes at 2 ships in a convoy off
Indochina, sending both the 4,212
ton cargo ship Isuzugawa and the
10,086 ton transport Teibi Maru to
the bottom.
October 11, 1944 | USS Trepang
(SS 412), in an attack on a Japanese
convoy south of Honshu, sinks
landing ship T.105 about 105 miles
southwest of Tokyo Bay.
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These Are The Pentagon’s
Highly Questionable
Proposals For A Navy With
More Than 500 Ships
Joseph Trevithick, The Drive, September 27

The U.S. Navy's forthcoming force
structure review may call for a fleet with
up to 534 ships and submarines,
including various kinds of unmanned
vessels. This is far bigger than the
existing Congressionally-mandated goal
of a 355-ship fleet, which has long
proven to be a struggle for the service to
achieve. Plans for an even larger force
could run into significant budgetary,
recruiting, sustainment, and other
hurdles.
Defense News got the scoop on
the expanded fleet concepts after
obtaining draft copies of naval force
structure studies that the Pentagon‟s
Office of Cost Assessment and Program
Evaluation (CAPE) and the Hudson
Institute think tank produced for the
Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Those reports date back to April 2020
and were meant to present a proposed
ideal fleet composition and plans for
obtaining it by 2045. The Office of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff was also set to
produce a study, the details of which
remain unknown.
Those studies have since been
evaluated, including through simulated
wargames, and have been incorporated,
at least in some part, into the Navy's
Future Naval Force Study, according to
Defense News. This new force structure
plan was originally expected to be
completed sometime last year, but has
been repeatedly pushed back. At
present, the plan is to use this final
study to inform the next shipbuilding
plan, which will accompany the service's
budget request for the 2022 Fiscal Year,
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a public version of which should come
out sometime between February and
March 2021.
“The Future Naval Force Study is
a collaborative OSD, Joint Staff and
Department of the Navy effort to assess
future naval force structure options and
inform future naval force structure
decisions and the 30-year shipbuilding
plan,” Navy Lieutenant Tim Pietrack, a
spokesperson for the service, told
Defense News. “Although COVID-19
has delayed some portions of the study,
the effort remains on track to be
complete in late 2020 and provide
analytic insights in time to inform
Program Budget Review [FY] 22.”
Changes to carrier, other
surface vessel, and submarine fleets
The proposed fleets from both
CAPE and Hudson have significant
differences compared to the Navy's
existing structure, which currently has
around 290 ships and is expected to
grow to 301 ships by the end of this
year. Both of the plans notably
recommended cutting the total number
of supercarriers to nine from the
service's current total of 11, which
includes the 10 Nimitz class carriers and
the first-in-class USS Gerald R. Ford.
It is also worth noting that, by
law, the Navy is compelled to always be
working toward having a dozen active
supercarriers, something that would
have to change for either of these plans
to go into effect. Hudson's proposal also
included four smaller light aircraft
carriers in addition to the remaining
supercarriers, something the service
was considering in April, but publicly
said it was no longer exploring, at least
in the near term, the following month.
CAPE also recommended a total
of between 80 and 90 large surface
combatants, a category that presently
includes the Navy's Arleigh Burke class
destroyers and Ticonderoga class
Crash Dive Base
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cruisers, while Hudson favored reducing
these number of these types of ships
The Arleigh Burkes and Ticonderogas
account for 89 ships in the service's
present fleet. There has also been talk
about a future Large Surface Combatant
that could replace both types, but the
Navy is still just in the process of
crafting the basic requirements for this
vessel.
The plan from CAPE called for
around 70 small surface combatants,
while Hudson proposed slashing that
number to just 56. At present, the
Navy's two subclasses of Littoral
Combat Ships (LCS) are the only
vessels it operates in this category. At
the end of the day, the Navy expects to
have bought 38 Freedom and
Independence class ships in total, some
of which are already being retired.
The service is now also in the
process of acquiring a new fleet of
guided-missile frigates, presently
referred to as FFG(X), which would also
bolster the size of its small surface
combat fleet. The first of these, at least,
will be
based on Italian shipbuilder
Fincantieri's European Multi-Purpose
Frigate design, also known by the
Franco-Italian acronym FREMM.
Both CAPE and Hudson were in
favor of increasing the Navy's number of
attack submarines, but Defense News
did not give the exact proposed
submarine fleet totals for either study.
The service is already looking to begin
development of a new attack submarine
with capabilities more akin to its trio of
advanced Seawolf class boats, which
were originally designed primarily as
hunter-killers, rather than the more
multi-purpose Virginia class.
A shakeup in amphibious and
support ships
Defense News said that the
proposals from CAPE and Hudson
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called for between 15 and 19
amphibious warfare ships, with CAPE's
plan including 10 large amphibious
assault ships, such as the Wasp and
America classes, while Hudson's
notional fleet had only five.
This category also includes dock
landing ships, such as the San Antonio
class, and these figures represent what
would a major reduction in the number
of traditional amphibious ships in the
Navy's overall fleet. This is in line with
new radical concepts of operation
emanating from the U.S. Marine Corps
under its present Commandant General
David Berger, who has called for a
major shift away from long-standing
views of amphibious warfare.
As such, CAPE and Hudson
included between 20 and 26 Light
Amphibious Warships (LAW) in their
proposed fleets, a type of ship that the
Navy is now working to acquire based
on requirements from the Marines,
which you can read about in more detail
in this past War Zone piece. The Navy
has publicly said it could buy as many
as 30 LAWs.
Both plans included significant
increases in the total number of logistics
and support ships in the Navy. This
included adding between 19 and 30 new
"future small logistics" ships, which
could potentially be a type of offshore
support vessel-type ship, and increasing
the number of fleet oilers, ships able to
refuel conventionally powered ships,
from 17 to between 21 to 31. Hudson's
proposal specially called for adding 19
command and support ships, as well.
This is a category that presently
includes an array of specialized vessels
within the Navy, including its two Blue
Ridge class command ships, Spearhead
class expeditionary fast transports,
expeditionary sea bases and transfer
dock ships, and other logistics vessels.
New unmanned fleets
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By far, the most significant
additions in both plans are dozens of
unmanned surface vessels (USV),
including proposed "large" types that are
the size of traditional corvettes, and
large unmanned undersea vehicles
(UUV). At present, the Navy does not
formally include any vessels in these
categories when talking about the size
of its overall fleet. The notional fleets
from CAPE and Hudson included
between 65 and 87 large USVs and
between 40 and 60 large UUVs.
The Navy, as well as the Office of
the Secretary of Defense and the White
House's Office of Management and
Budget, have all pointed to the inclusion
of unmanned vessels as a way of finally
reaching the existing 355-ship fleet goal.
Their inclusion in the proposals from
CAPE and Hudson meant that those
notional fleets, which already included
between 316 and 358 manned ships,
would surge in size, with 534 total
vessels between the maximum
projected size among both studies.
In a vacuum, both of these
proposals make sense in many ways,
especially given U.S. military's overall
shift in focus to preparing for high-end
conflicts and growing interest in
distributed concepts of operation,
including in the maritime domain, in
recent years. The War Zone has
explored these developments on
multiple occasions in the past.
In addition, as noted, the Marine
Corps is undergoing a massive
transition that includes a complete
rethinking of how it conducts
amphibious operations, especially in a
distributed scenario in the Pacific region.
The Navy, based on input from the
Marines, and, to some extent, the Army,
as well, has similarly begun reevaluating how it might go about
supporting ground forces during such
operations.
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On top of this, China is rapidly
expanding the size and scope of its own
naval capabilities, including adding
significant numbers of new, advanced
warships, including multiple aircraft
carriers, and submarines. The most
recent Pentagon report to Congress on
Chinese military developments highlight
naval modernization and shipbuilding as
key areas where the People's Liberation
Army is making major advances that
challenge traditional American
superiority. This, in turn, has already
prompted calls for more funding for new
Navy ships.
Major hurdles ahead
While there are very real strategic
realities and concerns that are clearly
driving these fleet proposals, it's unclear
how realistic the Navy's plans for getting
to the existing 355-ship mark might be,
let alone increasing that total to over
500 vessels. In 2019, the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) assessed that the
shipbuilding plan the Navy had released
that year, which envisioned hitting 355
by 2034, would cost the better part of a
trillion dollars to implement. The Navy
itself had acknowledged that, after
getting to its desired 355-ship fleet, it
would then need $40 billion every year
just to operate and maintain all those
ships, some 30 percent more than it
spends annually now.
Defense budgets always ebb and
flow from year to year and it is
especially hard, in general, to project
how stable funding might be over a
period of 15 to 25 years. Any basic
budgetary concerns about this massive
increase in the Navy's overall fleet size
are only exacerbated by the realities of
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which
has already led to a pronounced
recession within the United States and
major global economic downturn. The
fact of the matter is that the service is
having trouble paying for the fleets it has
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now.
The Navy, which has had trouble
meeting recruiting goals in recent years,
will still need to provide crews for the
existing and new manned ships under
both proposals, as well. The service has
explored a variety of reduced and other
novel crew concepts, as well as
deployment mechanisms, to help ensure
readiness with, at best, mixed results.
There is clearly a hope that a
heavy emphasis on smaller ships with
smaller crews and unmanned vessels
could help defray many of these costs
and reduce maintenance, infrastructure,
and recruiting demands. However, the
proposals from both CAPE and Hudson
preserve much of the service's existing
surface and submarine fleets and call
for the addition of more traditional
manned ships, not all of which would be
small.
There can only be questions about
whether the Navy's internal
maintenance infrastructure, as well as
the availability of contractors to provide
additional shipyard capacity for repairs,
could handle the increase in total ships,
no matter how small they might be. The
Navy's shipyards are in notoriously poor
condition. Although there have been
some recent investments made to
attempt to refurbish them, this reality
has limited their ability to keep up with
the workload they already have. Two
years ago, the Government
Accountability Office (GAO), notably
assessed that the service has lost more
than two decades of operational time
across its attack submarine fleets to
maintenance backlogs.
The Los Angeles class
submarine USS Boise is something of a
poster child for these issues and is
presently set to return to service in
2023, after which it will have been out of
commission over a need for routine
repairs for approximately eight years.
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This submarine only entered service in
1992, meaning that it is set to have
spent nearly a third of its career in the
Navy so far sitting idle.
Glaring concerns about shipyard
capacity, and the rest of the industrial
base, apply to building any new ships
for the Navy and keeping that
construction on schedule. Cost overruns
and delays, which are hardly unheard of
in the service's shipbuilding programs,
could easily have negative cascading
impacts on its overall force structure
plans.
Pushback from Congress is
something that has repeatedly
undermined Navy shipbuilding plans, as
well. So, there's no guarantee that
legislators will agree to fund whatever
final proposal the Navy presents to them
when asking for its 2022 Fiscal Year
budget, either.
All told, while the studies from CAPE
and the Hudson Institute are certain to
be valuable additions to the continuing
debate around the Navy's future fleet
structure and shipbuilding priorities, it
very much remains to be seen how
much, if any of these recommendations
will be implemented any time soon.

The U.S. Government
Made a Powerful New
Kind of Nuclear Fuel
Caroline Delbert, Popular Mechanics, September 24

Could a new blended thorium fuel improve U.S.
nuclear power’s outlook? Scientists at the
Department of Energy’s Idaho National
Laboratory have a new fuel called Advanced
Nuclear Energy for Enriched Life, or ANEEL.
It's a proprietary mix of thorium and lowenriched uranium, and Forbes’s James Conca says
it could help close the gap in a near future where
nuclear seems like the only option.
The mix itself is a secret, but thorium—
pictured above in pellet form—has continued to
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gain momentum as an alternative nuclear fuel.
“[T]horium has a higher melting point
and lower operating temperature which makes it
inherently safer than straight U and more
resistant to core meltdowns,” Conca explains:
“The ANEEL fuel has a very high fuel
burn-up rate[, which] means the fuel stays in the
reactor longer and gets more energy out of the
same amount of fuel. [It’s] prohibitively difficult
to make into a weapon. [And] ANEEL fuel will
reduce the waste by over 80% and end up with
much less plutonium. Less spent fuel means less
refueling, less cost, less fuel handling and less
volume to dispose.”
Thorium has a number of advantages
over uranium, and especially over highly enriched
uranium. Yes, thorium must be paired with at
least a small amount of a fissile material, because
it isn’t naturally fissile on its own. But it’s much
more plentiful than uranium and found in high
quantities in the kinds of developing markets
where Conca says nuclear will be clutch in
coming decades—starting with India.
“India itself has more Th than U,
particularly as monazite sands, a reason they have
been pursuing Th in nuclear reactors for
decades,” Conca writes. This, he suggests, lends
itself to a more mutually beneficial arrangement
where Indian thorium can be turned into U.S.made ANEEL fuel and then exported to India.
In turn, this can lead to improved
diplomacy. “Whenever the United States is
involved in another country’s nuclear program,
that country signs various agreements related to
security, weapons nonproliferation and nuclear
materials, including nuclear fuel,” Conca
explains.
Idaho National Laboratory’s partner in
ANEEL include Texas A&M University and
startup Clean Core Thorium Energy (CCTE).
The company started fitting existing reactor
designs to use ANEEL fuel, which it says can
enter commercial use as early as 2024. Conca
argues that having a ready-to-use solution will
help clean up nuclear efforts in places where he
believes nuclear is the only feasible option.
Reactors also don’t need to power down to refuel
with ANEEL. He writes:
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“[I]n developing nations, the need is
urgent. Most do not have the infrastructure to
install natural gas, wind or solar. Additionally,
many do not have sufficient topography and river
flow for hydro. So it’s either coal or nuclear. If
you care at all about the environment, then it
better be nuclear.”
One of the record holders for longest
operating time for a nuclear plant, Conca says, is
an Indian reactor that is already compatible with
ANEEL. In a near future where humankind faces
difficult energy decisions, he argues, this fuel is a
good idea.

One of first females to join the
silent service: ‘I’m excited to
see the day when women
being on submarines is not a
surprise to people.’
Julia Bergman, The Day, September 25

When, during one of her first days of classes at the
University of Michigan's Naval Reserve Officers
Training Corps program, Jeanne Van Gilder was
asked what career path she wanted to follow in the
Navy, she was clear: if the opportunity opened up,
she'd like to serve in the submarine force.
"By the time I got into college it was almost a
matter of time. They'd been talking about it for a few
years at that point so I kind of kept my fingers
crossed," the 29-year-old Van Gilder said in an
interview this week.
In the spring of 2010, toward the end of her
freshman year of college, the U.S. Navy announced it
was lifting its ban on women serving on submarines,
first allowing female officers to begin their training. At
that point Van Gilder knew "it came down to making
sure I had the qualifications."
Van Gilder is from Webberville, a onestoplight town in Michigan, and grew up the youngest
of four children. Her dad served in the Navy, working
as a design engineer for Naval Reactors, which
oversees the Navy's nuclear propulsion program.
"Even though he didn't serve on submarines,
he had some good submarine stories," she said. "I
always thought they were the coolest pieces of
equipment, technological marvels, and I knew the
(submarine) community was very small, which I was
interested in being a part of, given I'm from a small
town."
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Female officers like Van Gilder, a lieutenant
commander assigned to the fast attack submarine
USS Minnesota based in Groton, have served aboard
submarines since 2011. Enlisted women began their
training in 2015 and started reporting to submarines a
year later.
Previously, the Navy had dedicated windows
for female sailors to apply to convert their careers into
submarine ratings. Now, new volunteers are able to
apply on a continuous basis, just like men. Starting in
2021, Virginia-class attack submarines will have
"gender neutral accommodations," separate chiefs'
quarters and berthing for men and women.
Currently, 335 women -- 97 officers and 238
enlisted sailors -- are serving on submarines, making
up about 5% of the silent service.
"We're still a small percentage. There's not
that many of us, so we're kind of our own little club,"
Van Gilder said, adding that the integration of women
aboard submarines has gone "extremely well."
When she reported to the guided missile
submarine USS Florida based in Kings Bay, Ga., "I
was old news," Van Gilder said. Women already had
been serving on the boat for a few years. "It was the
norm," she said.
She was among the first group of female
officers who helped serve as mentors to the enlisted
women as they reported to submarines already
integrated, helping them to adjust to life in a steel
tube under the water, and providing advice to senior
male officers who may not have served with females
before.

"I definitely feel a responsibility to prove all
the naysayers wrong," Van Gilder said. "That doesn't
necessarily change the way I act. I'm going to act in a
professional manner and I want to do my job well for
me, but I'm certainly aware of the specific spotlight on
myself and other women in the Navy to prove the
naysayers are wrong."
By all accounts, the transition has gone
smoothly with a few exceptions. A dozen male sailors
were prosecuted in 2015 for secretly videotaping
female officers and trainees as they undressed on
board the ballistic missile submarine USS Wyoming.
And in May of last year, Navy leaders fired Capt.
Gregory R. Kercher, commanding officer of Florida's
"Gold Crew," for failing to fully investigate a sexually
explicit list targeting female crewmembers.
Those incidents appear not to have
impacted retention. An analysis by the Associated
Press in 2018 found that the retention rate for female
submariners was on par with that of their male
counterparts -- about 26% and 27%, respectively.
And numbers provided by the Navy for this article
show that trend has continued.
In June 2020, Van Gilder reported to the
Minnesota as the boat's engineering officer, a job that
involves overseeing the maintenance and operation
of the nuclear reactor on board, and leading the 50 to
60 sailors -- a little more than one-third of the crew -who are assigned to the engineering department.
Looking ahead, she said, "I'm excited to see
the day when women being on submarines is not a
surprise to people."

Crash Dive Base Contact Information
Commander – Clayton Hill, 195 Clover Lane, Cedarburg, WI 53012;
clay53012@yahoo.com
Vice-Commander – Greg Miller, 964 Fischer Drive, Addison, IL; (630)543-7855 or
fourkats4me@yahoo.com
Secretary (POC) – Manny Garmendez, mgarmendez@gmail.com;
Treasurer – Glenn C. Barts, Sr., 2000 Jamestown Drive, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-9347418; gcbarts@msn.com
COB – Larry Warnke, l_warnke@msn.com
Chaplain – Vacant.
Membership – Vacant.
Storekeeper – Herman Mueller, 503 Lynn Terrace, Waukegan, IL 60085; 847-4455034; hermanandlorimueller@comcast.net
Newsletter Editor – Chris Gaines, 513 West Downer Place, Aurora, IL 60506; 630-8925718 or ccgaines@mindspring.com
Base Historian – Frank Voznak, Jr. 9 South 255 Madison, Burr Ridge, IL. 60527; 630
986-0175 franklin2@comcast.net
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Regular  Life  Associate 

OUR CREED:
“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation toward greater
accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America & its Constitution.”
With my signature below I affirm that I subscribe to the Creed of the United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., and agree to abide by the Constitution, all Bylaws, Regulations and
Procedures governing the U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc., so long as they do not conflict with my military or civil obligations. I will furnish proof of my eligibility for Regular
membership, including my discharge under honorable conditions, and proof of my U.S. Navy (SS) Designation, if required by the Base or the national Membership Chairman. If I am not
discharged, the discharge requirement is waived. If I am not U.S. N. submarine qualified, I am applying as an Associate and my sponsor is indicated below.

□

I certify that I was designated qualified in USN Submarines aboard ______________________ in _________ (Yr)

□

I certify that I received a discharge under Honorable Conditions (if not currently in military service) in _______ (Yr)

(Honorary designations regardless of source do not apply under any circumstances.)

Name: (Print /Type)___________________________________ Address: ____________________________________
City: _________________________ State: ____ Zip Code: _______-______

Tel: (______) ______-__________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

Date:

Your E-Mail Address ________________________________
st

______/______/________

Base/Chapter Desired: ___________________

st

The Member Dues year runs from Jan 1 thru Dec 31 . Please indicate your term preference: ______________________
Nat’l Dues: 5 Yr term: $115.00; 3 Yr term: $70.00; 1 yr term (Jan thru Sep) $25.00; (Oct thru Dec adds the next yr): $30.00;
Nat’l Life: 76+ yrs = $100.00; 66 thru 75 yrs = $200; 56 thru 65 yrs = $300.00; 46 thru 55 = $400.00; Thru 45 yrs = $ 500.00;
Local Base/chapter dues are separate and additional. Crash Dive Base dues are $15 annually.
How did you find USSVI?

□

Friend,

□

Boat Assn, □ Local Event/News,

□

Internet,

Who is your sponsoring USSVI Regular Member?: (Mandatory for Assoc
Associate Applicant is:

□

Other (________________)

Mbrs) ____________________________

Veteran Spouse of Veteran Other (specify)

_______________________

YOUR U.S. NAVY BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Date Of Birth (MM/DD/YY) ____/____/____

If other military service, What Branch? __________

Highest Rate & Rank Attained: _____________ Mil Retired (Y/N): _____ On Active Duty? (Y/N): ____
YR entered Mil Service: ______ YR left Mil Service _____ (Active/Inactive reserve time also counts.)

□

Check here if your Military Service falls within these time periods: Dec 7, 1941, thru Dec 31, 1946;
June 27, 1950, thru Jan 31, 1955; Aug 5, 1964, thru May 7, 1975; and Aug 2, 1990 to date.

□ Check here if you have been awarded an Expeditionary Medal
Submarines and ships served aboard as ship’s company (Use back if you need more space.)
1.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

2.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

3.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

4.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

5.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

Next of Kin:

Name: ________________________________ Relationship: ________ (Spouse, Partner, Son, Dau, Parent, Other)

Addr:________________________ City: ___________________

State: ___

Zip: _________ Tel: _______________________

(Leave this address line blank if the same as your home address)

Upon completion, give or mail this form, including your National and Base membership DUES (payable to „Crash Dive Base‟) to
Crash Dive Membership Chairman Tom Polzin, 1305 Winslow Circle, Woodstock, IL 60098; 847-867-8668
March 21, 2019
Rev. I

